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The Omen

Dad said that when Mum first walked into class
she wore a question mark on her head.
A question mark? We laugh.

Yeah, it was sort of all brushed up on top of her head,
a plait thing sticking up, and she would pin one end down
like a question mark – on top of her head.

Ignore that man! Mum shouts from the kitchen.
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Rachel Long’s poem is engaging for so many reasons: it’s direct, witty and cool; it captures speech on the page; it tells us about 
a living relationship; it’s about black identity; and it captures the essence of a family myth, one of those stories almost all families 
treasure and pass down the generations.

This is also a poem that can inspire directly because of its subject matter. Almost everyone has something to say about hair,
especially hair and parents. Hair is political too: an important part of racial and ethnic identity, a marker of age and class, a battle 
line in the gender wars. Try searching for other poems about hair - Raymond Antrobus’s ‘Ode to My Hair’ and Sharon Old’s ‘35/10’ 
are powerful examples – and to tell stories about times theirs has been touched or cut.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What happened to your hair (and beards) during lockdown – how did you feel about it? What 
changes did you make (or have to make) to your routine? Did you cut or style partner’s, loved 
ones’, or friends’ hair? Are there any changes that you’ll stick with? Any similar stories from
family or friends? 
 
Can you think of an instance where a loved one or close friend drastically changed their hair? 
Were they happy? Did it change how you saw them? Have you ever made any drastic changes? 
What were they?

Have you ever had a bad hair-cut? What happened? Or one that made you feel like a movie star? 

How often do you change your hair style? How has your hair changed over time? How do you 
feel about that? What has been your favourite hair style?

Think of some images you associate with your hair: if it were an animal what would it be? A 
plant? A landscape? A piece of punctuation? You could try writing a poem and build it around 
these images.

Or try thinking of a family member you associate with their hair and tell the story that comes with 
the memory, as simply as you can, but centring on an image like Long’s question mark. What title 
would you give your poem? Does it work as well as hers?

#ShareAPoem
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